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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

SANY SHOWS ITS SUPPORT FOR MCCARTHY HEAVY EQUIPMENT 

WITH VISIT FROM FOUNDER 

 

Two years ago McCarthy Heavy Equipment aligned itself with global 

earthmoving equipment manufacturer, Sany. The interim period has been an 

exciting time for both companies, with new product lines increasing market 

penetration and credibility.  

 

In a show of support for McCarthy Heavy Equipment, Sany’s founder and 

chairman of the Board, Liang Wengen visited McCarthy Heavy Equipment’s 

facilities in May. He was accompanied by Xiang Wenbo, chief executive for 

Sany Heavy Industry and Group deputy president; Huang Jianlong , chief 

executive for Sany International and Group deputy president; Zhang Hongbo, 

managing director of Sany Southern Africa and Xiao Jiang, sales manager for 

Sany Southern Africa. 

 

Wengen has received numerous titles including CCTV Economic Annual 

Figure, Best Employer of Chinese Listed Companies by the Forbes, World 

Executive Award for Achievement in Business and Economy and ‘Best 

Entrepreneur’ award for ‘Top 10 Entrepreneurs for 2008’.  
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Founded in 1989, the Sany Group engages mainly in manufacturing 

construction machinery with a product range covering concrete machinery, 

road machinery, excavating machinery, piling machinery, hoisting machinery, 

port machinery and coal mining machinery.  

 

In the Chinese market, the concrete machinery, piling machinery and crawler 

cranes are regarded as top brands. Sany’s products have been exported to 

more than 110 countries and regions to work on various key construction 

projects around the world. Each year, 5% of the total sales revenue is 

reinvested in research and development. 

 

During a tree planting ceremony at McCarthy Heavy Equipment’s Boksburg 

facilities which was attended by Brand Pretorius, ceo of McCarthy Ltd, 

Wengen commented that the tree was symbolic of the cooperation between 

the two companies and represents the intention for a long term relationship 

that will grow and mature with time. “Like our partnership, it will offer shade 

and protection while enduring different seasons,” Wengen says. 

 

Sany has a sales network which covers more than 100 countries with over 

100 dealers and 15 overseas subsidiaries. “We aim to be in the top five 

suppliers of earthmoving equipment globally and we have already set a 

number of records including the first large tonnage hydraulic rotary drilling rig 

in Asia; the massive ‘Crane King of Asia’ (SCC 1000) and the biggest 200 ton 

excavator in Asia,” Wengen says. 
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Dylan Chicken, managing director of McCarthy Heavy Equipment, concludes 

that the choice of a partnership with a globally represented company with the 

stature of Sany has been highly beneficial and will take McCarthy Heavy 

Equipment confidently into the future. 

 

CAPTION FOR SANY: From left to right: Liang Wengen, Sany’s founder and 

chairman of the board, and Brand Pretorius, ceo of McCarthy Ltd, at the tree 

planting ceremony. 
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